
ADMISSION TO THE WHARTON SCHOOL

Every candidate for admission should file an application in the 
Office of Admissions on a blank provided for that purpose. Copies 
of that blank may be obtained by writing to the Director of Admis
sions, whose office is in Alfred C. Harrison Hall, University of Penn
sylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

An Announcement containing detailed information and instructions 
regarding applications and admissions may also be obtained 
application to the Director of Admissions.

For admission to the first term of the session 1921-22, the applica
tion, together with the necessary credentials, should be in the Office 
of Admissions before four o’clock F. m. on Thursday, September 15, 
1921, and for admission to the second term of the session 1921-22, 
before January 29, 1922.

These dates, however, do not give assurance that applications 
pleted previously can be accepted.

If the number of applicants who satisfy the minimum entrance 
requirements is greater than the number of students who may be 
accepted in the several undergraduate courses, then those accepted will 
be selected from the whole number of applications in the order of 
excellence of the respective credentials.

In o'rder to carry out this procedure, all applications for admission 
to undergraduate courses will be held until July 1st before action is 
taken upon them. Immediately after that date a limited number of 
applications will be accepted for each of the several courses, making, 
however, some reservation for the acceptance of additional applications 
later. Applications received during the month of July will be held 
until the end of the month and at that time considered in a similar 
manner. Likewise, applications will be allowed to accumulate until 
September 1st, and again until the close of the entrance examination 
period in September. Upon each date, except the last 
vation will be made for later applications.

Applicants whose applications are not accepted on any of these dates, 
except the last one, may, if they so desire, have their applications 
brought up for consideration at one of the later dates.
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